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I am emailing you to clarify points which I feel are unclear to your
decision making.
At no point will any building/large structure be erected in said area apart
from said applied log store.
The amended 60/80 tonnes max is not what would be brought into site for sale
but what would be stored on site all at low lying levels for drying etc most
stored in log form, in bags and log store.as said when I quoted this you
instructed me what I would like as a max volume of timber and this is i
believe a max which will come in over time in small tractor loads so as I
said sometimes I may have 5 tonnes in field other times 15 tonnes other
times 30 tonnes.the quotation is based solely on an exaggerated scale so as
if I have 30 tonnes and my supplier has another 10 tonnes or whatever I am
not going over my quota. I physically can not handle more than 30+tonnage in
a year but need to have some in storage this is why my 60/80 tonnes comes
in. though this amount will never come in a year, but built up over years
just stored in field so some years none will enter field.all at low
levels..let
As said I agree chainsaw is a noise issue but it's usage is only about two
weeks work of roughly two hours a week spread over a year.this I feel is
very acceptable done during working hours.this I have done for some time now
with I believe no issues with anyone including the past owner of Overdale
whom stayed in his house at all times.
I understand the complaint though feel it is strongly unjustified and based
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solely on monetary gaining and not my being a nuisance.the house owner
before had no complaints of my being an issue..until his death.again his
relatives have not lived or are living there at any time so I feel unjustly
aggrieved as they have not seen how I work etc they I believe just want my
presence to be gone to make house more saleable. As you can see I can not be
seen easily and other than for approximately 80 hrs a year can not be heard
either at any time.
With regards to highways they will approve application if I do said work
they require this is have agreed and as can see was in process of doing so.
If I can be of any help please don't hesitate. Regards d.brown.

d brown




